1971 chevy fuse box

I only ask because I got a few pm's from other people with similar trucks when I showed pics of
it in the cars thread. I have a 71 chevy stepside. Everything was working a year ago. Sat for a
year. Brought it back out. Everything is great but the instrument cluster lights dont work. All
other lights work. Signals work both outside and inside indicators. Gauge lights do not. Red
brake light works upon startup. Just not the gas gauge, speedo etc. Tried fuses, no success.
Multimetered the fuses by putting negative to chassis ground and positive to fuse bottoms, all
but the PNL lights top right fuse shows around This is correct? Also ohmed out fuse and wires
from instrument cluster to fuse box and got a good signal that indicates no short correct? Also,
fuse box says 3A in some spots, like PN lights PO had a 30 amp in one of them,but it wasnt one
being used. Probably just holding an extra I highly doubt the abbreviated haha. Well inside the
fuse box where the fuses go are wires that complete that circut. The fuse is there to blow first if
it surges. When my Honda 86 did that. I opened the fuse box, took out the fuse holders and
found my problem one of the wire connects were broken off. I just sawdered it back. Eventually I
replaced the whole fuse box. But that's just what I did. And found. Does it have a dash light
rheostat? Did you try messing with that? Sometimes they get a bad connection and have to be
operated back and forth for a little while to get them going again. I do not even pretend to know
about wiring, however here's a link to the best truck board you will ever find for Chevy trucks.
I'm a moderator over there. We only have wiring diagrams for Swedish cars here at work, but if
you have a wiring diagram, I could probably figure it out in a matter of minutes. Computer
systems and electrical are my specialty. I think i have it narrowed down to the headlight switch.
Then it goes to fuse panel then to repsective lights. It must be the switch because all other
wires were ohmed out and test ok. Just no power between switch and fuse box for cluster
lights. Any way to test the switch? By rheostat do you mean mutifunction? Its pull halfway for
park, pull all the way for headlights twist to get cluster brighter part that doesnt wprk and twist
and click for dome light. IF you have power to the switch but not out of the switch to the dash
lights you can put a jumper wire across the switch to test the circuit. If the lights still don't light
up then your problem is elsewhere but if they light up then the switch is the problem. Almost
every car has a dimmer for the dash lights. Older cars like that usually have a dimmer that's a
sweep arm that contacts a metal resistor spring. They get corrosion between the sweep arm and
the spring. I'm a European car guy, but I remember old american cars having the dash lights
dim by turning the headlight switch, but I honestly have no idea on your car as I've never even
touched one. My co-worker also guessed that it would be a turn the headlight switch knob kinda
deal. I guess regardless, it wouldn't hurt to try to get some electrical contact cleaner into the
switch if that's possible. Yes the headlight switch is also the rheostat for the dash dimming
rotate knob. Very common problem on these. Like John Said try some crc electronic cleaner in
there and maybe a little stabilant 22 if you can find some. Try bypassing the rheostat and see if
the lights work. If you have a power probe it is super easy to do. I think I have a test switch lying
in my parts somewhere at the house. But my money is on the switch. It turned out to be a bad
switch. Did the to bulb switch while i was in there, as well as replaced all rusty fuses. Also fixed
the signal indicators that were not working all the time. Next up is the temp gauge and battery
indicator, as well as calibarate the speedo, license plate and backup lights. I will research those
before i ask questions and start new threads if needed. It really made it MUCH faster than
without. Hopefully someone else can use this and learn something. Crazy good help, and from a
fish forum no less! Thanks again. She said thanks for checking a little bit off her to-do list lol.
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designed to allow a wide range of temperature adjustments for your electric fan. A bulb at the
top of the capillary tube is designed to probe or be attached to the top or hottest portion of the
radiator. Product SWKS1. Product SWK This universal 4 window billet style switch set comes
with a 4 switch driver's control panel, 3 individual window switches, wiring harnesses and
instructions. Note: These window switches are not designed to replace the OE Product AL This
stunningly smooth billet switch is perfect for power windows, power door locks, headlights, or
anything that uses a momentary switch. Dimensions: 2. Product C. Emergency flasher and turn
signal flasher for a wide variety of classic vehicles. This is the part that regulates current to the
turn signal bulbs so they can intermittently flash. Replaces the standard 2 terminal fixed load
Add an additional 12V power outlet to your vehicle with a universal fit 12 volt power outlet
assembly with cover. The plastic cover prevents dirt and moisture from entering the socket.
This dependable source of 12V power, Product TF This cooling fan shutdown set from Ron
Francis Wiring shuts down your electric cooling fan above MPH to improve engine cooling by
preventing the electric fan from fighting airflow through the radiator at highway speeds Product
W This eight block add-on electrical fuse block is a universal fit. The fuse block and the
terminals comprise the kit. It weighs four ounces and ships via UPS. Product E This universal
fuel pump relay will ensure proper wiring which to reduce the risk of damaging the fuel pump,
and offers consistent fuel pressure. For use with Edelbrock E and E fuel pumps. Product B This
flasher is recommended when upgrading to LEDs. Due to the lower current that LED lighting
draws, the factory flasher may cause inconsistant flashing. Replaces the 3-terminal flasher that
fits a wide range of classic Product T Do you want to use the switch for another purpose?
Convert your separate ignition switch and start button into one convenient unit with the
"Hot-Dot" all-in-one ignition starter switch. Product RE The Headlamp Auto-Off Relay
automatically turns off your headlamps, running lamps, and dash lighting when you turn off the
ignition key. No more worrying of a dead battery when forgetting to turn off your headlamps.
Fits most Product P This Fan-Thom II kit comes with a threaded thermostat that screws into the
engine block or intake manifold for a professional looking installation. This is inexpensive
protection for an electric fan and a vehicle's wire This timed cooling system shutdown system
from Ron Francis Wiring has adjustable relays that keep power to the cooling fan and electric
water pump if equipped when the key is shut off. This reduces the block temperature as Polarity
reversing module for power windows, door locks, or actuators. This module is designed to
reverse the polarity on modern power window motors, door locks, or linear actuators. It will
enable the use of stock-type Product MF This is an adjustable temperature switch for Champion
or Challenger Series electric fans. Includes mounting bracket and screws. The temperature
sender screws into side of cylinder head or on intake manifold to operate Champion or
Challenger Series fans. This "Hot-Dot" switch is a "momentary on" switch. Product DS
Universal fit headlamp switch for a wide variety of vehicle applications from the 's and beyond.
Adjustable operating range of Reproduction of the hard-to-find switch to replace original
inoperative headlamp switch on Chevette. This reproduction switch will fit exactly as original
and is designed as a service replacement for original GM part The safe way to add electrical
accessories to any vehicle is with a Painless Performance CirKit Boss. The CirKit Boss is the
first circuit isolator system available with both constant and ignition hot circuits. This kit This
CirKit Installing air conditioning to your hot rod with dual electric cooling fans? Need cooling
fan relays to operate off a thermostatic switch and when your AC is on? Then this dual
activation cooling fan relay set by Painless MSD universal and easy to use programmable shift
light. Can be installed with distributors, coil packs or on 1-cylinder engines up through
cylinders on stock ignitions or high power aftermarket systems. Programmable from Replaces
the standard flasher found on a wide variety of classic This weatherproof Fan-Thom II kit comes
with a threaded thermostat that screws into the engine block or intake manifold for a

professional looking installation. This is inexpensive protection for an electric fan and a It's a
good idea to relay your fuel pump for the street and a must when you're racing. Designed
specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure
and to prevent fuel pump amperage Modernize your interior with this handsome 3 position
rocker switch. This switch has 6 pins in a stag config
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uration, is rated for 20 amps, and has an amber backlight. Dimensions: 1. This Painless
Performance wiring fuse block four circuit add-on is a universal fit. The component includes the
fue block and the terminals. It weighs one pound and ships via UPS. When you need protection
from the harsh conditions, this set provides complete protection from the elements to ensure
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